**Abstract**

The fatal disease (COVID19) is produced by SARS-COV2. It caused a huge global problem due to causing of killing ten thousands of people around the world and almost stopped the world economy causing great economic problem. This is because of the quarantine in many countries around the world. Up to date, researchers believe that COVID19 has transferred from animals like bats or rodents to the humans and spread around the world by person to person direct contact, coughing, or sneezing. Many therapeutic approaches have been utilized to stop this pandemic from spreading around the world hence almost of the strategies showed a moderated results against the virus. Blood plasma of recovered people have been utilized as medication approach by few doctors in China via injecting the plasma to the infected people, this approach has demonstrated positive results against the virus. This review includes a highlighting of some medications which have shown promising results especially if it will link with other type of drugs such as Ivermectin.
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**1. Introduction**

The outer surface of coronavirus has crown-like spikes, hence the virus was known as a coronavirus which is belong to the coronavirus family. The virus has four subgroups which are alpha, beta, gamma and delta. Coronaviruses have only single RNA in its genome of nucleic acid and its size is very small, the diameter between 65 to 125 nm and the length of nucleic acid between 26 and 32 kbs as shown in Figure 1. In the beginning it was thought that beta coronavirus effects only animals till it was noticed some cases in 2002, China which was infected people with severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) [1]. After about ten years another subgroup of coronaviruses spread wide in the Middle East countries, called Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) [2]. Lately at 2019, Wuhan evolving business center of China outbreak of a novel coronavirus 2019 (COVID19), which have killed about two thousand individuals within only first fifty days of the virus spreading and infected more than seventy thousand people. The disease has been named COVID-19 and the virus as SARS-CoV-2 by the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV). Chinese researchers named this type of coronavirus by Wuhan coronavirus because it's first witnessed in this city and they also call it COVID19 which is abbreviation for coronavirus disease 2019. COVID19 is a beta subgroup of coronavirus family [3–5].
2. SARS CoV-2 hosts and sources

The reservoirs of beginning and transmission of coronavirus 2019 are significant to be investigated in order to improve protective approaches to surround the virus infection. Both rodents and bats seem like having got ability to host different types of coronaviruses and this looks a mystery [7-8]. After witnessing SARS in host bats, they have been tested heavily for COVID19. It has also sampled other host animals, however up to date writing this report, bats are the major source of coronavirus as shown in Figure 2 [9-11].

3. Possible medication approaches against SARS CoV-2

As we know, the SARS-CoV-2 RNA is surrounded by lipid bilayer and protein envelopes. The Spike (S) protein present on the envelope binds to a cell membrane receptor named as angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE2), thus SARS-CoV-2 initiates human cell entry. After that, the two subunits cleavage of S protein by a human cell-derived protease thought to be Furin: are produced which are : S1 and S2. Then, S1 binds to its receptor, ACE2 while the other fragment, S2, is cleaved by another human cell surface serine protease called TMPRSS2, resulting in membrane fusion. Therefore, it is believed that both ACE2 and TMPRSS2 are thought to be essentials in airway cells for SARS-CoV-2 infection [12,13]. Anti-viral, interferons-a nebulization, were utilized to decrease viral load [14-15], hence remdesivir has demonstrated promising results against coronavirus. Remdesivir or Remdesivir combined with chloroquine were worked to stop SARS-CoV-2 replication [16-17], Chloroquine can inhibit pH-dependent steps that are essential for several viruses replications [18] Chloroquine showed through several studies that inhibited through the glycosylation of cellular receptors of SARS-CoV [19-20]. This medicine was used for Iraqi patients many times, other medications were also used against the virus such as lopinavir and ritonavir, were utilized to HIV infection. In Korea, it has been showed, 𝜸-coronavirus viral loads of a COVID-19 patient obviously cut-down after lopinavir/ritonavir treatment [21]. Ribavirin is a guanosine analog that interferes with the RNA and DNA replications of viruses. The ribavirin structure also impacts RNA capping which affects natural guanosine thus prevents RNA degradation. On the other hand, Ribavirin inhibits natural guanosine generation resulting in further destabilization of viral RNA, also in a pathway that is vital for the guanine precursor production to guanosine: it directly inhibits inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase. Although when treatment with Ribavirin is blocking the virus from replicating incompletely, reduced replication fidelity of the viral nucleic acid occurs which results in random mutations that reduces the virus viability [22].
Umifenovir (brand name Arbidol) was used for influenza infection treatment in Russia and China. It was obvious that it is more effective in preventing RNA viruses infections than DNA ones. The drug stimulates the humoral line of the immune system, producing interferon, and stimulating the macrophages phagocytic response [23]. Remdesivir (GS-5734) proves a wide-spectrum antiviral activity when used versus SARS coronavirus and MERS coronavirus which are considered as RNA viruses. Simply, its antiviral activity results from the interfering with RNA polymerase and exoribonuclease (ExoN), causing the viral RNA production to decrease [24]. Further conclusions were submitted by National Institutes of Health at USA, showing that remdesivir was effective in minimizing the recovery time from 15 to 11 days in patients with COVID-19 serious infection [25]. The European Medicines Agency (EMA) started a 'rolling data review' on the use of remdesivir in COVID-19, this rolling started on April 2020 [26]. All these drugs show moderate outcomes once verified against the virus in-vitro clinical isolate patients [27-28]. Recently doctors in Shanghai successful to isolate blood plasma from recovered patients and injected to the infected patient and it was presented positive results [29-30]. Convalescent plasma is basically the liquid blood component that taken from patient who has recovered from a disease, which is in this case COVID-19. Researchers nowadays are racing to set up clinical studies to be more confident in case the treatment is useful, this may lead to FDA approval to widen the range of use. As a response, normally the body immunity creates proteins called antibodies that combined to parts of the pathogen and in this way stop the infection. This antibody response could be known as an acquired immunity also can be considered as another synonym of convalescent plasma. Antibodies can be provided immediately, & no clear evidence on how studies give such benefit in contrast to a placebo. This also applies to the first studies which used plasma for COVID-19 treatment. Among these studies, and after entering a hospital in Shenzhen, China, five patients with severe COVID-19 disease along with (oxygen therapy, intubation, infusion pump or intravenous fluid) were injected with convalescent plasma 10 to 22 days. Three of the patients were discharged at the end of March, and two were in stable condition 37 days after plasma transfer [31]. For the U.S. clinical studies, neutralizing antibodies content in the donated plasma considered as crucial point. The data reveals that may be these antibodies prohibit the virus from reaching a host cell and therefore prevents the infection by indicating that the spike protein, a specific protein in SARS-CoV-2, has been used by the virus to link human cells proteins in order to enter, is a target of neutralizing antibody [32]. Early on within the infection, the infection is tainting cells and sequesters cell technology to create numerous duplicates of itself. "But as the disease progresses, the tissue damage done by the virus is more difficult to reverse and isn't necessarily reversed by something that is solely targeted towards the virus itself," such as antibodies. It doesn't necessarily imply that acquired antibody therapy with COVID-19 wouldn't help someone who's so ill. In other countries, clinical studies of convalescent plasma are on the way. As doctors wait for answers from the finished studies.

The effectiveness of the Ivermectin drug in the treatment of COVID-19. Researchers from Australian Monash University in Melbourne reflected that a single dosage of the medicine, Ivermectin, could block the growth of the SARS-CoV-2 virus in cell culture - effectively terminating all the virus's genetic material during 48 hours [33-34]. In spite that, the pathway by how Ivermectin acts against this disease is not well understood, depending upon its behavior in many viral infections, it is expected to discourage the virus from frustrating the host cells to remove it, Dr Wagstaff said (see Figure 4) [35-36].

4. Conclusions
SARS CoV-2 is a dangerous virus that was discovered at the end of 2019 in China, and scientists have not been able to find a treatment or vaccine for this virus, but they have used some therapeutics which has proven successful in treating against COVID19 within 48 hours such as Ivermectin. Isolated blood plasma from recovered patients was also utilized as a treatment by injected the plasma to the infected patients. This approach has shown a positive result against the virus. In summary, up to date there are many medications for COVID19 thus they proved moderated influence against the disease. All available therapeutics may need to combine with other drugs to show promising results.
Figure 3. Some kinds of chemicals approved against COVID-19 in China [30].

Figure 4. Structure of ivermectin [33].
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